(1) A systems analysis approach was used to study the dynamic responses of sensory cells in the nucleus gracilis of anesthetized cats. Sinusoidal changes in knee angle were used as inputs and the average firing rate of single gracile cells was recorded as the output. Frequency response functions were derived from data displayed as Bode plots.
INTRODUCTION
Physiologists have long known that humans are able to judge accurately the position and movement of their joints without the aid of visual or tactile cues 21. This sense is thought to be relayed by receptors that lie deep within the joints rather than in the muscle~,Zs, 35. These joint receptors, most frequently investigated in the knee of the cat, arise from innervation in and around the joint capsule14- 16, 36 . The responses of the slowly adapting receptors to both static and dynamic stimulation are well-known 1,4,8A°, 11,13,26,27,36. Although the characteristics of the peripheral receptors have been the subject of several investigators, the properties of their central projections are not well understood. In fact, the relevant central pathways themselves are not well known. The traditional view was that all fibers from deep receptors in the knee joint ascended in the dorsal columns to synapse in the nucleus gracilis12,19. However, this concept has come under attack recently on the basis of both electrophysiological and psychophysical evidence 73°,17,23,32,3v-4°. The projections of the numerous slowly adapting joint receptors have been reported to leave the dorsal columns by Ca and only the few rapidly adapting fibers project to the gracile nucleus 7,1°. The pathways for the slowly adapting fibers to higher levels are not known.
The only quantitative study of central joint neurons was reported by Mountcastle et al. 31 in the ventrobasal thalamus of unanesthetized monkeys. They studied the response of these supposed third order cells to static position of the joint. Electrophysiological studies of the second order neurons in the gracile nucleus have acknowledged the presence of cells sensitive to joint stimulation but have not attempted any quantitative analysisZ4,4L
In recent years a growing number of investigators have begun to use systems theory to study the response of various biological receptors in an effort to quantify the response to dynamic stimulation. The response dynamics for muscle spindles ez,25,34, crustacean stretch receptors 5, and other mechanoreceptors 9,z6 have been studied. For all of these mechanoreceptors the frequency response can be characterized as a high pass filter, i.e., the receptor shows a greater sensitivity to high frequency input signals than to low frequency signals. Presumably this provides the central nervous system with increased capability for responding to rapidly changing stimuli.
The purpose of our research was to describe the properties of knee joint afferent responses recorded in the gracile nucleus of the cat. We have used dynamic stimulation and systems analysis techniques to characterize the properties of these second order cells. The results reported here are part of a long-term study of the joint receptor system that includes responses at the receptor level and thalamic level. Preliminary results obtained at the knee joint, gracile, and thalamic levels have been reported26,27,41,44.
METHODS

Surgery
A total of 36 cats were used in this study. They were initially anesthetized by intraperitoneal injection of sodium pentobarbital (35 mg/kg). A cannula was placed in the cephalic vein, and supplementary doses of physiological saline and anesthetic were given in order to maintain a light analgesic state. The rectal temperature was monitored and maintained at 36-38 °C. The left hind leg was skinned and denervated except for the medial and posterior articular nerves from the knee joint capsule. The femur was firmly pinned and the lower leg connected to a mechanical fixture so that the knee joint could be rotated through a controlled angle. A potentiometer positioned at the joint axis monitored the knee joint angle.
The animal was placed in a standard stereotaxic apparatus. The head was arched forward with respect to the body to facilitate access to the nucleus gracilis and also to lessen the effects of respiratory movements during the recording sessions. After a wide bilateral laminectomy at the level of the obex, a tungsten microelectrode was advanced into the nucleus gracilis. Standard techniques for extracellular recording from single units were employed.
The nucleus gracilis was probed systematically for cells that responded to movement or position of the knee joint, but not to cutaneous stimulation of any surface area. The knee joint area and the involved hind limb, tail, and rear part of the body were tapped, pressed, and manipulated to establish that the gracile response originated in the knee joint. Even with the extensive denervation procedure, a number of responses from receptive fields within the denervated area were observed. Usually only a few knee joint units could be positively identified during a given experiment. These cells always exhibited sensitivity to the following tests: joint movement within some active angle, pressure applied to the joint capsule, and twisting of the tibia. There was no response to light cutaneous stimuli applied around the hind limb. Once a joint response was positively determined, the response type and sensitivity from flexion to extension were noted. The limb was moved by hand in this case and qualitative judgments were made under these conditions.
Application of experimental stimuli
Once the range of response of the unit was determined, the mechanical fixture was attached to the limb and the precise quantitative knee joint movements were applied by a voltage controlled electromechanical actuator 18. The last 9 experiments were performed using an improved rotational version of the device, allowing larger excursions of angle. Discrete sine, ramp and step inputs were applied in the frequency range of 0.01-7 Hz. In order to obtain frequency response profiles we also applied a logarithmically swept sine wave of joint angle over a frequency range of 0.1-7 Hz, as obtained from a Hewlett-Packard 3300A function generator with plug-in module 3305.
The ideal situation was to determine the response profiles under 6 different conditions. These 6 conditions consisted of separate frequency response profiles at 3 vertebral column reference sinusoidal mot ion Fig. 1 . Definition of 0 and A0. The stick figure indicates that 0 is the static bias angle referenced to the horizontal axis shown and that A0 is size of the peak-to-peak sinusoidal excursion about 0. bias angles, 0, within the response range of the unit while maintaining the angular excursion A0 of the sinusoidal motion at a constant value (see Fig. 1 tbr a clarification of 0 and A0). Three additional frequency response profiles at a constant 0 with 3 values of the excursion A0 completed the set of 6 profiles. Since each frequency response determination required a minimum of 500 sec, at least 3000 sec or 50 min plus the time required to change the 0 or A0 settings between the 6 tests were needed to complete all the frequency response runs. Often the unit would be lost before completing the entire set of discrete signals and frequency response profiles. The vibrations induced in moving the leg, particularly at the higher frequencies, often caused the loss of the single unit under study at some point in the sequences of experiments.
Data aequisition and processing
The amplified and filtered (80 Hz-5 kHz) single unit impulses and the voltage proportional to instantaneous knee joint angle were recorded on magnetic tape for later computer analysis. During computer processing a window amplitude discriminator was used to convert the action potentials into pulses of standard height and duration. Knee joint angle was taken to be the input parameter and the time average spike rate of a single responding cell was used as the system output. Cycle histograms were computed from the single sinusoid data. Fourier series analyses were performed on these results to obtain the fundamental and higher harmonic components.
The data acquisition was improved markedly by a novel technique wherein the input was swept over a frequency range 0.1-7 Hz. This technique enhanced our ability to obtain frequency response profiles of a single cell in a relatively short time. A plot of knee angle versus time (the swept frequency input) is shown in the upper left of Fig. 2 . Computer implemented correlation and Fourier transform techniques were used to process the data and to extract the system frequency response (Bode plot). A summary diagram of the data processing technique is given in Fig. 2 . Only the fundamental component of the output average neural firing rate was used to obtain the frequency response profile, the so-called describing function approach. Any dynamic effects inherent in the instrumentation were removed by the computation procedure so that the transfer function obtained represented only the transfer function of the biological system. The results were displayed as Bode plots 29. A detailed description of this technique is available 42.
RESULTS
One of the most striking features we observed in searching the gracile nucleus was the difficulty in finding knee joint sensitive cells. Even with the extensive denervation procedure, the number of cells responsive solely to joint movement or position was still a small percentage of the total number of active units isolated.
Out of the several hundred gracile responses observed, 59 were considered to be positively identified knee joint units and qualitative observations were made on these cells. In 47 cases it was possible to complete some of the different experimental paradigms. In 35 cases we were able to at least complete one frequency response determination. In only 4 cases were we able to complete the entire set of 6 frequency response profiles. Our conclusions with regard to the frequency response of individual units are based upon the 35 cells in which a determination of the response was made under I-6 experimental conditions. Our conclusions with regard to the influence of bias angle and amplitude on the frequency response are, of course, based primarily upon the 4 cells in which fortuitous recording conditions permitted a comprehensive study of response profile. Inferences drawn from these 4 cells must be viewed with caution due to the limited sample size. However, there is no question of reliability of the 'incomplete' data sets. We were just not able to meet all of the desired and self-imposed criteria for a 'complete' data set. Thus the 'incomplete' data sets augment the basic observations made concerning the 'complete' data sets. By far the most common type of joint cell (54 of 59) encountered had rapidly adapting or phasic characteristics, i.e., it responded with a short burst of spikes only when the joint was moved and did not respond when the limb was held steady. These cells responded over a broad range of knee angle, and exhibited rapid, irregular adaptation to step changes in knee angle. We shall call these type I, rapidly adapting receptors. The other type of joint cell found (5 of 59) were also phasic in the sense that they responded only to changes in joint angle. However, these cells responded with a slower rate of adaptation to step inputs and had a steadier firing rate when stimulated. However, they always adapted to a zero firing rate after several seconds if the limb was held in a fixed position and they responded only when the limb was positioned near the limits of flexion or extension. These cells we call type II, rapidly adapting.
In our extensive search of the gracile nucleus, no slowly adapting or tonic cells sensitive to knee joint position similar to those commonly seen at the peripheral nerve level were found. Neither the type I nor type II rapidly adapting cell types were capable of signaling static joint position.
The differences in the type I and type II receptors were also clearly manifested in their dynamic responses. The frequency response profile of a typical type I cell is shown in Fig. 3 . The dots represent the experimental frequency response data extracted by the computer analysis. The slope of the Bode plot magnitude curve is typically about 40 dB/decade from 1 to 7 Hz and suggests a second derivative or acceleration response over that frequency range (see Appendix). The solid line represents a least squares fit of a model for the data, extracted by a conjugate gradient optimization approach. The model form is given by: H(s) = (G(s + z) 2 / (s + p) } e -st.
The optimized parameters of the model indicate a double zero at 1 Hz (z = 2z0, a pole at 15 Hz (p ----3070, and a pure time delay (z) of 13 msec. The 13 msec pure time delay is consistent with experimental response latencies of 12-15 msec recorded when step inputs of knee angle were applied. Both the experimental data and the model demonstrate second derivative properties over the frequency range of 1-7 Hz, as indicated by the 40 dB/decade magnitude slope in that region. Therefore, the response of the type I rapidly adapting gracile cells to dynamic changes in knee angle appears to be principally the second derivative of position, i.e., acceleration.
The type II rapidly adapting receptors exhibited a significantly different type of frequency response, as shown in where r is 16 msec. The linearity of the system to sinusoidal inputs was tested in two ways: (1) at a constant bias angle 0, the frequency response curves were obtained for different excursion angles, A0; and (2) at a constant excursion angle A0, the frequency response curves were obtained for different bias angles 0. In general, the shape of the Bode plot for a particular cell was unchanged as either 0 or A0 was varied. However, the steady state gain of the response was found to be a function of bias angle and excursion, i.e., the entire curve was displaced. In the models this is represented by the parameter G. Fig. 4 shows the type I units in which the gain increased as the bias angle shifted toward full extension. Each of the data points represents the gain • 0 q97. 99q.
• 0 5266. Fig. 3 and optimized by the Ieast squares conjugate gradient search. We also observed cells that showed increased gain as the bias angle shifted toward flexion. The gain G also increased with increased excursion A0. If the system was linear, the gain should be independent of the input bias angle and amplitude. However the gain of the system at the gracile level appears to be a function of both bias angle and excursion. Cycle histograms were computed for the response of gracile cells to discrete sine and square wave inputs. Typical responses of the type I and type II cells are shown in Fig, 6 . Many type I units responded with a bi-directional characteristic, as indicated by the two distinct peaks in the cycle histogram of The response of a type II gracile cell to a sinusoidal input waveform is shown in Fig. 6C . The cycle histogram reflects the sinusoidal shape of the input waveform more faithfully than is the case for acceleration sensitive responses. This ensues from the steadier firing rate of these cells.
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The response of a type I cell to a square wave input waveform of joint angle is shown in Fig. 6D . The initial burst of spikes following a step change in knee angle had a latency of 12-15 msec in both type I and the type II responses.
All of the units identified as joint neurons were found along the medial aspect of the gracile nucleus. In our initial efforts we explored the nucleus in a uniform manner; but when it became clear that the hind limb cells were located medially, we biased our sample to the midline area in order to enhance the possibilities of finding a knee joint cell. Most of the joint cells were located near the level of the obex or caudal to it. Since our primary purpose was to examine the dynamic response characteristics of gracile cells that responded to knee joint motion, we did not attempt to establish a careful somatotopic mapping of the knee joint to the gracile nucleus. Table I summarizes the basic results obtained in the two types of cell populations. On the other hand, slowly adapting responses have been reported in the dorsal column nuclei 24, the somatosensory thalamus 31,33, and cortex 30. However, some investigators apparently do not interpret the term 'slowly adapting' as we do. The slowly adapting response reported at the gracile level 24 were recorded with the limb in motion and appear to be similar to the type II responses we observed. We found the rate of adaptation of the type II gracile cells to be less than the rate of adaptation of the type I cells, but the type II cells always adapted to a zero rate of discharge if the limb was held in a fixed position for several seconds. In contrast, we have found receptors that we term 'slowly adapting' at the knee joint level26, 27. These receptors adapt to a relatively steady rate of discharge and hold this discharge rate for long periods. The type II responses and slowly adapting responses do share a common feature in that the response to step inputs adapts at a steady rate, whereas the type I response adapts rapidly and irregularly.
The slope of the magnitude portion of the transfer functions of the slowly adapting receptors is in the order of 5 dB/decade26, 27. The frequency response of a slowly adapting receptor at the knee joint level is compared with the transfer function of an acceleration sensitive gracile cell in Fig. 7 . The Bode plots of these two cells are distinctively different. The gracile results never yielded Bode plots with magnitude slopes on the order of 5 dB/decade, as is commonly observed from the slowly adapting receptor data at the knee joint level. Any gracile level responses that might be called 'slowly adapting' are associated with Bode plots with magnitude slopes in the order of 20 dB/decade beyond 1 Hz, again markedly different from the Bode plot results for the 'slowly adapting' receptors studied at the knee joint level.
The broad terms 'slowly adapting' and 'rapidly adapting' often serve to create confusion since each investigator uses his own interpretation in describing research results. A definitive description of receptor response such as represented by a Bode plot may be more useful in identifying the several response types.
Surgical and anesthetic effects
Surgical and anesthetic effects are more pronounced in a study of the temporal response characteristics of neurons than in an anatomical or somatotopical study as. Therefore, attention should be given to the effects of denervation and anesthesia. The extensive denervation procedure may alter the normal loading on the joint and thereby modify the response of the joint receptors. However, without the denervation procedure locating and isolating the relatively rare joint response among the many cutaneous responses present at the gracile level is difficult. A satisfactory but more arduous way of resolving this problem would be to identify the gracile cells that respond to knee angle changes by direct stimulation without denervation of the posterior and medial articular nerves. The effect of an anesthetic agent on the dynamic response of the secondary afferents must also be considered. Essentially, there are two questions that can be raised about our results. First, do the frequency profiles in these anesthetized preparations faithfully reflect the characteristics of the rapidly adapting afferent responses? Secondly, could anesthetic cause the absence of slowly adapting responses? Angel 2,3 has shown that the depressant effects of barbiturates on synaptic transmission in the cat somatosensory system is first manifested at the thalamic level. In addition, we have direct evidence that the first question can be answered affirmatively in the case of the type I responses. We have studied knee joint afferents in the ventrobasal complex (i.e., at the level of the third order cell) of completely unanesthetized cats and have found rapidly adapting cells with response profiles very similar These results indicate that the dynamic characteristics of the type I responses are not altered significantly by anesthesia at normal levels.
to those of the type I cells 44. Fig. 8 compares the Bode plots of the type I response at the thalamic level in a barbiturate cat with the response in an unanesthetized cat under similar stimulation.
The second question is more difficult to resolve. Indirect evidence suggests that the anesthetic level used in our experiments was not responsible for the absence of tonic joint responses at the gracile level. On numerous occasions tonically responding cells were found and usually traced to a cutaneous receptive field beyond the denervated area. Since the tonic cutaneous responses were not abolished by the anesthetic, one would find it necessary to attribute to the anesthetic a modality specific effect that selectively abolishes or alters tonic joint responses, but not tonic cutaneous responses at the gracile level. While this may be possible we do not think it is likely. Furthermore, the reports of Burgess and Clark suggest that the slowly adapting afferents from the hind limbs do not reach the gracile nucleus.
It is possible that the anesthetic effect may convert the tonic responses ob-served at the receptor level into the type II responses observed at the gracile level. In this case the apparent velocity sensitivity would be due to an anesthetic effect and not a true velocity sensitivity. Because of the indirect evidence cited in the previous paragraph we do not think this is the case. Further evidence that this is not the case is based on recent results at the receptor level suggesting that receptors exist at the primary level with response characteristics similar to the type II responses observed at the gracile level. This question could be directly resolved by one of two approaches. The preparation could be converted to an unanesthetized, decerebrate preparation, or an awake animal could be prepared and studied in a manner similar to that used in our thalamic level studies. The absence or presence of tonic joint responses at the gracile level could then be more clearly interpreted. The unanesthetized gracile preparation seems to be beyond technical capabilities at present. The skull and several of the vertebrae would need to be fused in order to provide a stable recording situation since the recording site is near the junction of the skull and the vertebral column. The decerebrate preparation is certainly possible. The apparent small number of type II responses (only 5 in 36 animals) suggests that the chance of finding a cell that is truly a tonic responder under unanesthetized conditions and a velocity sensitive responder under anesthetic is very small. At the present time it does not seem to be warranted to perform a difficult series of experiments with such a low potential yield of information in light of present evidence. In due course further anatomically oriented studies may resolve the question of the projection or non-projection of tonic afferents from the knee joint to the gracile nucleus.
Although the existence of 'velocity sensitive' responses at the gracile level must be viewed with caution because of the possible anesthetic effects and the small number of such responses observed, the evidence for the existence of 'acceleration sensitive' responses seems compelling. The unanesthetized and anesthetized thalamic results are very similar. This precludes the possibility that the shape of these responses is an artifact of the anesthetic state. The 40 dB/decade slope indicative of acceleration sensitivity appears consistently in every frequency response profile obtained from type I cells. The details of bias angle sensitivity and excursion sensitivity may be subject to some anesthetic bias, but not the basic 40 dB/decade slope of the frequency response profile. Thus the evidence for acceleration sensitivity is very strong. This does not mean that the CNS uses the information in this form, but merely that there are peripheral mechanisms for generation and transmission of acceleration information.
Effects of.joint loading
At best an experimental preparation is only an approximation of the normal condition. The experimental compromises made in this study with regard to stimulus application should be given some attention. The loading of the joint under the experimental condition is not normal from several aspects. As previously mentioned the denervation procedure changes the normal muscle tone and the associated joint loading. Results obtained in cases where the denervation procedure was not carried out are qualitatively quite similar to the results obtained in the denervated preparations, however. The joint loading under normal conditions includes a component of the weight of the cat. This component is absent in the experimental case.
The joint may be articulated in several angular directions in the normal course of events. We have attempted to impose a one-dimensional angulation stimulus in our experimental design. The joint is constrained to move in a particular articulation profile by the mechanical fixture. Although these considerations and their possible effects on experimental results must be kept in mind, we do not feel that the principal dynamic features of the responses reported in this study are subject to serious modification under a wide range of joint loadings and angulation profiles. This is based on extensive observation of the response characteristics of the joint receptors under a variety of experimental conditions.
Modeling
At the level of the nucleus gracilis the most common response to knee joint movement appears to be acceleration sensitivity (see Table I ). This response can be characterized as the response of a non-linear accelerometer with even harmonic distortion characteristics. Hence, results obtained from the application of system identification techniques such as those employed in this study must be interpreted with care. In general, it is not possible to use a transfer function obtained from a nonlinear system to predict the response of the system to other input signals, whereas if the system were linear such predictions could be made. Nevertheless, the frequency response profile as a function of bias angle and excursion, the harmonic content of the output, and the step response of the system can provide insight into the nature of the signal processing properties of the system. The model fitted to our experimental data is not predictive in the linear sense; it does not predict the bi-directional character nor the harmonic content of the cellular responses. However the model does allow the sensitivity of the response at various bias angles and excursions to be assessed in terms of the gain G. In addition the basic frequency response profile may be interpreted properly as that of an accelerometer in the range from 1 to 7 Hz.
Since the system is complex, with definite non-linear characteristics, we feel that any particular form of systems formulation cannot be defended rigorously at this stage of investigation. However, we feel that our approach has provided valuable insight into many general features of joint receptor information coding and transmission. In addition it has been valuable in guiding our further experimentation.
Comparisons
A comparison of preliminary data obtained in our laboratory at the receptor and thalamic 44 level with the data reported here at the gracile level reveals a similar acceleration sensitive response at all 3 levels. The bi-directional character and even harmonic non-linearity of the response appears to be most pronounced at the receptor level and least pronounced at the thalamic level 44. The character of the fundamental (first harmonic) response at the 3 levels is similar. Responses similar to the type I responses observed at the gracile level are under study at the receptor level as well.
Based on these observations we feel that the nervous system may selectively relay first harmonic information and that a describing function approach based on the first harmonic component is of value in investigating this system. The more detailed features of the higher harmonic components and the change in their relative contributions from level-to-level is of considerable interest and will be examined later.
Some investigators have found a rostral-caudal differentiation in the gracile nucleus with deep neurons located in the more rostral portions. We have not found this to be so. If anything, more joint cells were found caudal to the obex. Kruger et al. 24 also found no evidence of modality segregation at any level. Our results agree with these findings and support the somatotopic mapping of the caudalsegments of the body to the medial aspects of the nucleus gracilis.
Given the relatively large number of myelinated fibers in the articular nerve (176 approximately in the posterior nerve and 145 in the medial nerve 36) it may seem a bit surprising that cells responding to joint motion are so rare in the gracile nucleus. However, only about 25 ~o of the fibers that enter the dorsal columns reach the cervical levels z0. In addition, Burgess and Clark found only an average of 20 first order fibers from both the medial and posterior nerves that projected as far as C2. Thus, considering this small number of first order afferents, it is not surprising that it is so difficult to find cells responding to joint motion at the gracile level.
Functional role
The functional role of the types of joint responses found at the gracile level is open to question. Wall's hypothesisaS, 39 that signals carried via the dorsal columns serve to control a message search on other channels does not conflict with our findings. The acceleration sensitive cells are often exquisitely sensitive to the slightest joint motion. They could serve well as motion alarm signals. Possibly then the CNS would be prompted to direct (gate) attention to position sensitive responses. However, occurrences of both acceleration and possible velocity sensitivity in gracile cells lead us to suggest that they may also have a role in the sensation of dynamic limb motion as well. The functional significance of these gracile cell responses could be tested by the proper psychophysical experiments. For example, section of only the dorsal columns would be expected to have a minimal effect on static limb position sensation but appropriate experiments might demonstrate that there is a loss of velocity and acceleration information.
APPENDIX
The relation between the Bode plot magnitude and the mathematical operation of differentiation of a signal is presented here. Assume a signal of the form x(t) = A sin (~ot). If this signal is passed through a transducer with pure gain G, the output of the transducer will be of the form y(t) = GA sin (~ot). Thus y is of constant amplitude for all frequencies. Such would be the case for a 'pure' position transducer.
If the transducer simply differentiates the input x(t), then y(t) --A~ocos (oJt). Differentiation of position yields velocity. One can observe that the magnitude of y(t) is a function of ACn in this case. From the formal definition of the decibel, A Bode magnitude plot with a constant slope of less than 20 dB/decade implies fractional order differentiation. For example, a slope of 5 dB/decade implies a 'quarter-order differentiator', and a transfer function of the form G • s . 25 . This is a legitimate generalized operator and probably implies a system with distributed rather than 'lumped' parameters.
